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In this essay, suggestions will be made as to what sort of 

technologies are implemented in H.E.L.P.eR, along with 

general comments on him.  I will attempt to keep as close 

to the official lore of the show as possible, with all 

claims having a basis in episodes. Because of this, 

episodes will often be referred to, although not by name. 

This is because I am too lazy to seek out the names of 

every episode being referenced. 

H.E.L.P.eR was originally created by the late Dr. Jonas 

Venture to care for his son, Rusty Venture. As H.E.L.P.eR 

appears in Rusty Venture's flashbacks to his childhood, 

this places H.E.L.P.eR at around 40 years old. Presumably 

Jonas Venture maintained H.E.L.P.eR until his death 

(occuring when Rusty was in College), meaning that he has 

been cared for by Rusty for the past 30 or so. In an early 

episode, Hank asks Brock if he will fix H.E.L.P.eR after 

Dr. Orpheus broke him. Due to Rusty's track record of 

maintaining technology it is likely that Brock is one of 

the main reasons that H.E.L.P.eR continues to run. After 

Brock ceased to be the Venture Bodyguard and H.E.L.P.eR was 

blown up, Rusty was left to repair H.E.L.P.eR on his own. 

This lead to H.E.L.P.eR being combined with the Walking 

Eye, to create a terrible monstrosity. As H.E.L.P.eR had 

been destroyed previously (such as by guild blackout 

agents, and by Jonas Junior) yet always appeared to be 

repaired by the next episode, it is possible that Brock was 

behind these repairs more than he is given credit for. In 

the episode in which the walking eye débuts, Rusty admits 

that the thing hardly works anyway. This implies that the 

H.E.L.P.eR/walking eye creature does not work to anywhere 

near the standard that it should do, and that without Brock 

it is possible that it never will. Henchman 21 was seen to 
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be able to overpower the new H.E.L.P.eR, although this 

could just be because he is Henchman 21. As Brock has 

returned towards the end of season 4, it is possible that 

he is working on H.E.L.P.eR again, and as a result a normal 

H.E.L.P.eR will be seen again in season 5.  Alternatively, 

H.E.L.P.eR may be left as a walking eye.  Hank and Dermot's 

band, Shallow Gravy seem to have incorporated H.E.L.P.eR in 

a much bigger way than they did when he was just plain 

H.E.L.P.eR.  Although Dean fears the new H.E.L.P.eR, he 

would likely be able to learn to accept him.  

Judging by the capabilities of H.E.L.P.eR seen in 

flashbacks to Rusty's childhood, it is likely that the 

time-scale of the development of computing technologies in 

the Ventureverse differ to those seen in ours. It is 

possible that these developments were made by Jonas Venture 

himself. A man that was able to create an illegal cloning 

facility in what was likely the 1960s or 1970s should have 

been more than capable of developing more powerful 

computers than were available around such dates in our 

universe. That being said, M.U.T.H.E.R was represented 

graphically in a very low quality manner (despite having a 

very large screen to be utilised). She was also fooled in 

to thinking that footage of Jonas talking about personal 

hygiene was the actual Jonas. In contrast, H.E.L.P.eR seems 

to have a very human like level of intelligence and would 

likely not be fooled by a video. It is possible that 

H.E.L.P.eR initially functioned to a similar standard as 

M.U.T.H.E.R, but developed to become the H.E.L.P.eR seen 

today as time went on. M.U.T.H.E.R has not been maintained 

at all since creation. This if nothing else speaks well for 

the quality of the technologies developed by Jonas Venture, 

as they can survive autonomously for so long. This could 

also contribute to the longevity of H.E.L.P.eR. However, as 

basic as M.U.T.H.E.R seems, she does seem to have some form 
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of personality. This caused her to flood tunnels containing 

a party of children and the original Team Venture with mood 

altering drugs. It is pretty safe to assume that Jonas 

Venture would not have hard coded in such behaviours, 

instead trying to program in a mother like personality. 

This does suggest that Jonas was capable of creating “true” 

artificial intelligence, as M.U.T.H.E.R was able to reach a 

(psychotic) human-like decision as to what to do, something 

which she was able to plan and execute without being 

programmed to do so.  As a side note, this raises the 

question of if Rusty's mother had this personality set.  If 

the phrase “Every man grows up to marry his own mother” 

stands in the Ventureverse, although Rusty Venture did not 

marry Myra, she certainly has a level of destructive 

instability similar that seen in M.U.T.H.E.R.  It is still 

possible that Brock's story of events about Myra are true 

and Myra is not infact the mother of the Venture boys, but 

Rusty does admit to sleeping with her.  As for Jonas 

Junior, although Sally seems reasonably sane, she can turn 

her skin invisible.  It is also possible that she has some 

residual issues that have not been shown yet from how it is 

implied that Professor Impossible treated her.  

The voice synthesiser of H.E.L.P.eR is perhaps one of the 

more basic parts of his hardware. Anything that makes 

beeping noises could be used to create his voice. Although 

he does have a range of different toned beeps (along with a 

beat generator used by Shallow Gravy), this could still be 

provided by a very basic system. The lacking of perfect 

voice synthesising seems to be a common theme in the 

Ventureverse. The contents of Ghost Robot's verbalisations 

are very human (such as attempting to comfort Captain 

Sunshine over the death of Wonder Boy), but the 

synthesisation itself sounds very robotic. G.U.A.R.D.O has 

perhaps the most human sounding speech of any robot seen so 
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far in the Ventureverse, but seems to only play sound clips 

of Rusty Venture's voice. The voice used by Brock's car, 

Adrian, is also probably pre-recorded.  M.U.T.H.E.R is 

similar to Ghost Robot.  The Venture family seems to have 

no problem with understanding H.E.L.P.eR, much like C-3PO 

being able to understand R2-D2. When H.E.L.P.eR was 

captured and tortured by The Monarch (and Henchmen), it was 

implied that only the Venture Family can understand 

H.E.L.P.eR completely. Henchman 21 was able to estimate the 

nature of what H.E.L.P.eR was saying by the inflection of 

his voice, but ultimately could not understand what was 

being said. In this scene, H.E.L.P.eR's head was also 

knocked off. This seemed to be done clearly without causing 

any issues to his functionality. This implies that the head 

and body of H.E.L.P.eR are separate entities, perhaps with 

the head being able to remotely control the body. This 

would also explain why H.E.L.P.eR was able to continue 

functioning while embedded in Brock's chest, and is 

possibly the only reason that Rusty was able to integrate 

H.E.L.P.eR's head with the walking eye.  

H.E.L.P.eR spends his days caring for the Venture Family. 

Although H.E.L.P.eR was created to care for a young Rusty, 

he has expanded his repertoire to care for Hank/Dean 

Venture and Brock. That being said, his name would imply 

that he was also initially designed to act as a lab partner 

for Jonas. It is possible that this acronym was created at 

a later date, as Jonas Venture did not appear to be short 

of super scientist associates to act as a lab partners for 

him. Alternatively, perhaps Jonas considered Rusty to be 

just another experiment (and did indeed describe him as 

such in Jonas Junior's memorial to him), and so considered 

H.E.L.P.eR to be his lab partner in that experiment. Or 

maybe he just liked the name H.E.L.P.eR and struggled to 

find anything sensible that it could stand for. Rusty may 
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however have had a use for a robotic lab partner that his 

father did.  In a flashback, it was revealed that in an 

early attempt to arch Rusty, The Monarch planted an 

explosive device which accidentally blew off Baron 

Ünderbheit IV's jaw, causing Baron Ünderbheit to begin 

arching Rusty. This could have caused Rusty to have some 

future psychological issues with having human lab partners, 

leading to the H.E.L.P.eR becoming his lab partner, and so 

the acronym. However, when Rusty was transformed in to a 

caterpillar and asked H.E.L.P.eR to assist him in creating 

a cure, H.E.L.P.eR proved to be of little help as a lab 

assistant, ignoring Rusty and instead eating chemicals.  

Why does H.E.L.P.eR care for the Venture family? He was 

programmed by Jonas Venture to care for Rusty, and so cared 

for Rusty. Rusty then during maintenance of H.E.L.P.eR 

could have updated H.E.L.P.eR to care for Hank and Dean, 

and Brock to an extent.  H.E.L.P.eR exhibits many very 

human-like methods of caring for the Venture family, from 

attempting to mop Dean's face through a spacesuit to giving 

Brock a lucky rabbit foot before his secret agent exam. 

This could all have been done purely based his coding. 

Perhaps H.E.L.P.eR observers how humans care for each-other 

and can then re-use these gestures on the people specified 

by his code.  However, it is possible that H.E.L.P.eR has 

developed some degree of “true” AI.  When H.E.L.P.eR's 

feelings were hurt by the creation of G.U.A.R.D.O, Rusty 

went to say that robots don't have feelings, before 

remembering all of the human caring gestures that 

H.E.L.P.eR has made.  This implies that Rusty did not 

simply program them in, and was not aware of his father 

doing so either.  H.E.L.P.eR has began to develop in 

unexpected ways.  H.E.L.P.eR also gave in to Henchman 21's 

threats of violence, despite this meaning that the Venture 

Compound would be vulnerable to attack.  This would go 
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against a hard coded system which tells H.E.L.P.eR to 

simply care for the Venture family.  H.E.L.P.eR prioritised 

his own survival over the family.  In an earlier torture 

attempt on H.E.L.P.eR by the Monarch (which Henchman 21 

assisted in), H.E.L.P.eR did not give in.  This suggests 

that H.E.L.P.eR could even have developed a sense of self 

preservation over the time-scale of the show, which is a 

good marker of a true AI.  

At numerous points in the series, the Venture family 

communicates with H.E.L.P.eR wirelessly, generally using 

their two-way communicator wrist watches. Based on Rusty's 

apparent skills, these were likely developed by Jonas 

Venture, who also allowed for H.E.L.P.eR to communicate 

with them.  Based on the estimate that H.E.L.P.eR was 

developed in the '60s or '70s, it is likely that cell phone 

technologies were not used as the first cell phone call was 

made in 1973. It was much more likely that communications 

used a long range walkie-talkie system. It is also said by 

Brock that H.E.L.P.eR can override the X-1's flight 

computer. This would likely have used the same technologies 

for H.E.L.P.eR to be able to communicate with it from where 

he sits on the outside of the jet.  This could also be how 

H.E.L.P.eR's head communicates with his body.  

H.E.L.P.eR has various utilities within him, such as a 

retractable set of helicopter-like blades.  This allows him 

to fly.  He is also able to carry Brock while in flight.  

Judging by the size of  H.E.L.P.eR and the size of the 

blades, this is likely another one of Jonas Venture's 

developments.  The amount of power that such an action 

would take along with the duration of time that  H.E.L.P.eR 

seems to be able to run for implies that he also created 

some new form of super compact battery.  That being said, 
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H.E.L.P.eR is never seen to be charging in an episode.  It 

is perhaps possible that Jonas developed a form of wireless 

charger.  Wireless hand-held device charging plates are 

beginning to appear in our world, and so it is possible 

that Jonas developed this technology and integrated it with 

the flooring of the Venture Compound, allowing for 

H.E.L.P.eR to apparently never need charging.  The X-1 is 

“nuclear powered”, and so it possible that this has also 

somehow been implemented with H.E.L.P.eR.  Along with the 

helicopter blades, H.E.L.P.eR's chest also contains 

multiple machine guns, with a plasma cutter and rotating 

blade on his arms.  H.E.L.P.eR is however described as 

being useless in a fight, with it being suggested that his 

weapons are generally offline.  His weapons cannot be too 

terrible though as they were sufficient to hold off Guild 

black-out agents long enough for Rusty to make it to the 

panic room.  

Until then, all we can do is look on with amazement and 

wonder as H.E.L.P.eR performs the mundane activities and 

conveniences we someday hope to have via personalized 

robots in our own lives. When this day does come, we can 

only hope that whatever acronym we come up with can be as 

apt or convenient as H.E.L.P.eR.
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